E F F O RT L ES S GRA DI NG

OVERVIEW

Akindi is a web-based
assessment software
that automatically
grades multiple choice
assessments using
regular paper and any
scanner.
We allow instructors to print
bubble sheets from any printer,
scan the completed assessment
using any scanner and access the
results instantly online. We also
have an app for iOS that allows
instructors to scan the assessments
in real time using their phone.
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HOW AKINDI WORKS

Akindi works in 3 simple steps

Print

Scan

Upload

Create an assessment to
start customizing your
bubble sheet. Print as
many copies as you
need. You may print an
extra copy to ﬁll out the
answer key, or you may
opt to ﬁll out the answer
key online before
scanning the completed
answer sheets.

Once the students have
completed the assessment,
you can batch scan every
answer sheet into one
PDF ﬁle using your
scanner’s document
feeder. If you are using
our iOS app, hold the
phone up to scan the
assessments using your
phone’s camera.

Once you have scanned
the answer sheets into a
single PDF ﬁle, you can
upload that ﬁle to the
Akindi website or email it
to a special Akindi email
we’ll provide you. Your
answer sheets will be
graded instantly, and
you’ll be ready to view
your assessment results.
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FEATURES

akindi.com

Akindi is packed
with great features
to ensure your next
assessment is an
effortless one.
Customizable Templates
Select a suitable bubble sheet for
your assessment from one of our
many bubble sheet templates. Go
ahead and customize the information
you would like to appear on it from
the text in the title to the students'
names and IDs.
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FEATURES

akindi.com
Back to Course

Analytics and Insights
Quickly understand your students’
performance and how well each
question was constructed. We
provide easy-to-understand graphs
and data to help instructors ﬁgure
out areas for improvement.
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FEATURES

akindi.com
Back to Dashboard

Easy exceptions handling
and digitally archived sheets
Bubble half-ﬁlled in or crossed out?
Student ID not bubbled in? Our
software isolates those individual
errors and allows the instructor to
correct them without re-scanning.
We also keep an image of each
answer sheet archived so you don’t
have to worry about keeping around
the paper copies.
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FEATURES

akindi.com

Email Student Results
Close the feedback loop with our
one-click option to deliver grades
and corrected sheets directly to
students securely via email.
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FEATURES

Automatically syncs with
your LMS
We integrate seamlessly with your
LMS for easy transfer of your class
rosters into Akindi and your student
marks back to your LMS. All it takes
are a few set up steps by your LMS
administrator.
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FEATURES

And many more features...

Advanced Marking

iPhone app

Choose between exact match, either/or,
or true/false questions

Scan and upload completed answer
sheets using the Akindi app

Course sections

Automatic sheet sorting

Grade assessments and view results
for multiple sections of the same
course

Upload multiple assessments in a
batch and Akindi will categorize them
based on the corresponding QR code

Upload sheets by email

Adjust answer key

Scan assessments and email the pdf to
a special Akindi email address from any
document feed scanner

Make changes after the fact and
Akindi will re-adjust student marks
automatically
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SECURITY

Data Centre Security
Akindi works closely with its hosting partner to ensure
the highest possible levels of security at both the data
center and physical machine level. Our hosting provider
is SOC 2 certiﬁed and undergoes regular security and
compliance audits.

Data Redundancy

Akindi takes the security
of user data very seriously.
We have taken exhaustive
measures to ensure that
instructors can upload and
store grades on Akindi with
conﬁdence.

In addition to hourly on-site and daily offsite backups,
Akindi stores all customer data on encrypted hard disks
in a RAID1 conﬁguration, ensuring no single hardware
failure will result in a loss of data or even an interruption
of service.

Data Encryption
Akindi encrypts all customer data, all the time, both in
transit and at rest. The Akindi.com website uses
industry-standard 2048 bit RSA encryption (HTTPS
with TLS 1.2) and actively refuses connections which
could be insecure. All machines in Akindi’s
infrastructure utilize full disk encryption, and backups
are encrypted before leaving the machine.
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TESTIMONIALS

Akindi is trusted
by thousands of
educators to help
them conduct and
grade assessments
effortlessly.

I have found Akindi a big improvement
over the previous scan sheet system.
The ease by which I can import my
roster, customize my test and get fast
reports that are clear to read has made
Akindi a very valuable tool.

Norman Shaw
Ryerson University
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We are a Toronto based company focused on building better
assessment tools to help educators better understand their
students’ performance and mastery level.
We believe that an incremental change in an educators
performance yields exponential beneﬁt to the students. We
also believe that the best tools are those that are simple to
use and require the least amount of effort to learn. That is
why your feedback is critical to helping us make Akindi the
best experience everytime you sign in.
Visit us at Akindi.com to get started.

We are located at 10 Dundas St. E, Suit 600.
Toronto, ON M5B 2G9

AKINDI.COM

